Auto rod controls wiring diagram

In years past the thought of wiring a street rod would strike fear in the heart of many hot
rodders. Fifty years ago wiring a street rod generally involved finding an accurate schematic, a
generic fuse panel and a few specialty switches for the brakes, headlights and turn signals,
assuming you were going high-tech and included turn signals. It doesn't seem that long ago
that we were writing articles, complete with schematics, illustrating how to convert your
generator wiring to an alternator. Street rodders were always looking for the latest way to
improve their cars. As our hobby became a cottage industry enterprising street rodders
developed wiring kits, followed by ever more sophisticated wiring kits. But time marches on,
and things change, improve, and evolve. The new car of today incorporates comfort,
convenience, and technology unimaginable 50 years ago. The desire for more convenience and
modern amenities continues to grow and show no sign of slowing down. Almost all of these
modern improvements have an electrical component to them and since a street rod by definition
is a modernized old car, our street rod electrical components must continue to evolve with the
rest of the car. For the older group out there some of these new car amenities may seem
frivolous, until you have a car with modern capabilities. Suddenly these "frivolous" things
would be a nice addition to that next hot rod. Once again it is time to overcome the fear of
technology and incorporate these neat ideas in your hot rod. When Editor Brennan passed
along an assignment to visit Coach Controls in Cleveland, Tennessee, with a "this looks like a
pretty neat product," I really wasn't sure what to expect. The photo of the control panel sure
looked good, but I assumed it was just another wiring kit for street rods. I couldn't have been
more wrong; this truly is an innovative wiring system. Today most closed cars incorporate
things like power door locks, power windows, air conditioning, windshield wipers, and other
conveniences. The Coach Controls Coupe addresses these needs and more. It is worthy of note
that all kits are available as standard or long kits. The "long" kit provides longer wires for
locating the panel in the trunk, under the seat or other out of the way places while the standard
kit is perfect for locating the panel inside the firewall, kick panel, or other more conventional
locations. Before Ed began building his latest hot rod, a Ford stretched cab pickup, it became
apparent he would want all the creature comforts, from one-touch power windows, lane-change
turn signals, windshield wipers, air conditioning, daytime running lights, engine cooling fans,
and modern LED lighting throughout. He was also running modern Classic Instruments with
LED lighting and he wanted to control the brightness of the gauges, so an LED compatible
dimmer was built into his control panel as well. When you have the knowledge and skill to
design electrical and computer components the only limitation seems to be your imagination.
Ed thought it might be neat to have the interior dome light be a self-dimming unit and automatic
headlights would be convenient too. Of course one-touch power windows was a must and Ed
realized his panel must be compatible with all power door lock key fobs. Now that same key fob
unlocks the doors, drops the windows, and turns on the interior light, making entry easy, safe,
and oh-so cool. Open the door and the gauge lights illuminate along with the dome light, a
classy touch for classic cars. Like any option list, you can chose to incorporate some or all of
these modern conveniences when wiring your car with a Coach-1 control panel. The neat thing
about the system is the potential for true custom wiring is built into the unit. Ed explained the
basics of how his control panel works without giving away proprietary information. The Coach
Controls panel really consists of two stacked circuit boards. The top board contains your basic
electrical circuits while the lower board is what Ed refers to as "the smart board," which
incorporates a microprocessor to control things like daytime running lights, flashing third light,
LED turn signals, and a myriad of other operations. We found it refreshing that while the circuit
boards are contracted out, once the drilled boards arrive they are completely wired, soldered,
and assembled right there in Cleveland, Tennessee. This gives Coach Controls total control
over the quality of the circuit boards and the entire panel. A single light sensor is mounted
somewhere around the top of the dash, this sensor detects darkness and activates your
automatic headlights. OK, so we know what you're thinking. This guy is a rocket scientist, so it
must be hard to wire all these neat options. Well, fear not, wiring this panel and assorted
options is very straightforward. It is true that wiring your street rod with Coach Controls is also
an innovative experience. The Coach Control panels eliminate a lot of heavy wire in the car and
they minimize running power through switches. The Coach Controls system incorporates
modern relays to power accessories while the switches simply handle either low amperage or
ground - signals to activate the relay. This system of wiring completely eliminates things like
slow-moving power windows due to heavy current load trying to pass through a switch. The
instruction book walks you through the wiring process and a large, laminated wiring schematic
illustrates exactly how to wire each component on your car. It couldn't be easier. The main
power sources from the alternator and battery are both protected by amp, surge-proof fuses
and the panel contains modern fuses for all circuits. We also liked the idea that all wires are run

to the panel, which means you can route wires from electrical components back to the panel for
a neat job. Coach Controls offers three different panels, one that fits the needs and future needs
of your car. After spending a few hours at Coach Controls we came away totally impressed with
the product line. The quality is second to none, the panel design is compact and attractive and
maybe the most important thing is this truly is a new way to wire your vintage ride. Close Ad.
Gerry Burger Author. Share on Facebook Share on Twitter. Coach Controls has been building
high quality wiring systems for the automotive racing industry for more than a decade and is
now proud to offer these modern Universal Wiring Kits for street use. The heart of our kits is the
Power Center, distributing power through fuses and relays to all circuits. This means longer life
and more power to your system for easier starting, brighter headlights, and better working
power windows. Even daytime running lights are provided as a standard safety feature. High
currents can cause switches to get hot. All Coach Controls wire kits are designed the way new
cars are built today using relays to carry heavy loads instead of switches. Relays offer an
efficient and reliable means of switching high currents with minimal power loss. Auto
manufacturers and professional car builders recognize this and have been using relays instead
of bulky switches to improve the quality and reliability of automotive electrical systems for
decades. Our Power Centers utilizes high quality relays to distribute power to all vehicle loads.
This means no more time-consuming mounting and wiring add-on relays. The heavy duty
ignition and headlight switches required by other manufacturers are not necessary with these
kits. Options are available for a security alarm, European style signal lights, and even an option
for later model vehicles that require dropping the windows slightly to open the doors. All three
kits are available in standard and long versions. The standard versions are designed for
mounting the Power Center under the dash. The long wire kits include wires that are 5 - 10 ft
longer and allow the Power Center to be located elsewhere under the seat, in the trunk, etc.
Your cart contains: 0 items. Free Shipping on all complete wire kits. Create Account or Log In.
Quick Selection Guide Roadster Designed primarily for open cockpit cars. Select Daytime
Running Lights or conventional Headlights. Two beam Headlights only. No power windows. No
wipers. No power door locks. Coupe Designed for coupes, sedans, and most cars. Includes all
the Roadster relays and functions, plus additional relays and support for Provides many
modern conveniences including We show you how to wire in an electric fan relay kit with a
thermostatic switch. If you've got an electric cooling fan on your classic car or hot rod and you
want to know how to wire it with a relay, you've come to the right place. While you could just
wire the electric fan to run all the time, hooking it up with an electric fan relay kit that is
temperature controlledâ€”or to use the fancy term for it, thermostatically controlledâ€”is a
much better idea. Our example for today's "how to" lesson is MotorTrend tech center technician
Christian Arriero's Plymouth Duster. Christian picked up a Painless Performance electric fan
relay kit with a thermostatic switch from Speedway Motors to control the electric cooling fan on
his Duster. The temperature-controlled switch is designed to turn the fan on when coolant
temperatures reach degrees and turn off the fan when temps drop to degrees. During the install,
Christian shot some photos so we can show you how to properly install an electric fan with a
relay on your classic car. Install the temperature-controlled sending unit in one of the cooling
passage ports on your intake manifold, making sure to use a high-temperature thread sealant to
prevent leaks. The sending unit has two male spade connectors, one of which will go to the
black wire on the relay, and the other needs to go to a ground. It's wise to use a star washer to
ensure a good ground. This is especially true if, like our application, your grounding location
has a protective coating over the metal. The positive wire coming from the electric fan will
connect to one of two red wires on your relay while the negative wire needs to go to ground. If
you are unsure which wire is which coming out of the electric fan, find the fan manufacturer's
supplied wiring diagram. If you're still not sure, once you've completed all the wiring, let the car
warm up to temperature, and once the fan kicks on you will be able to feel if it is pulling air from
the front of the car. If it's not, turn the car off, swap the two wires, and you should be good to
go. Where to mount the relay is up to you, and Painless Performance supplies a self-tapping
screw with which to secure it. It is best to find an area that will be largely free of significant
moisture within the engine bay orâ€”if you want to hide the wiringâ€”within the inner fender
well. While you might be tempted to just run the positive wire from your relay directly to the
positive terminal on the battery, that is a big no-no. You either need the constant volt power to
be run through a circuit breaker or a fuse. In the Painless Performance electric fan relay kit we
got from Speedway Motors, a circuit breaker is supplied if you wanted to safely get power
directly from the battery. We opted to tap into our fuse block instead, using a amp fuse. Close
Ad. Taylor Kempkes Author. Share on Facebook Share on Twitter. At Circle Track we have the
luxury of meeting teams at all levels of racing from all across the country. Many of you are
wizards with a welder and fabricate anything. Many of you can rebuild a race engine with your

eyes closed and practically tune a carburetor while the car is still running laps under caution.
And many of you out there can run crossweight calculations in your head like the rest of us say
our ABCs. But what we haven't heard is many racers claim to be electrical experts. Don't get us
wrong, we know plenty of you are capable, it's just that very few racers are either comfortable
working with electrical systems or actually enjoy it. Still, it's important to be able to have
confidence that you can wire your race car correctly so that you aren't wasting time chasing
those annoying electrical gremlins that usually seem to pop up at the worst possible time. For a
little help we caught up with someone who actually calls himself a wiring and electrical-systems
specialist. Rick Elgin owns RaceWire Technologies, and he spends his days wiring practically
everything on circle track race cars, drag cars, hot rods, and anything else with a battery and a
starter. While there he not only learned all the tricks, he also helped develop a few of them, and
now he's applying his expertise to help Saturday night racers. Elgin is based out of the
Charlotte, North Carolina, area and travels to the surrounding states to wire cars for racers in
their shops. For this story we met him at the shop of Chris Ferguson Motorsports in Mt. Holly,
North Carolina. Ferguson races Dirt Late Models and like most Saturday night racers, his
program is a small operation and most of his help comes from his family. They could handle
wiring the car themselves but every dirt car lives a hard life between racing and the wash pit,
and they wanted to make sure they had the most dependable system possible to avoid the
potential of electrical problems costing Ferguson potential victories. This story isn't going to
attempt to show you every step of wiring a car front to back. Every car is a little different, and
honestly, that would be a pretty boring read. Instead, we're going to pass along tips Elgin
provided us and show you what he uses and why. For example, Elgin says he often helps racers
fix problems with existing systems, and the problem he sees most often is poor grounding of
electrical circuits. Many racers will use several groundsâ€”maybe one for the starter, one for the
gauges, and another for the ignition boxâ€”but if one ground isn't working as effectively as it
should that extra electricity can bleed back into other circuits. To eliminate this Elgin prefers to
always run a tracer wire to each ground, and often back to the battery, to make sure everything
stays equalized and is grounded optimally. We've got lots more for you, so read on. Point 1:
Chris Ferguson's Warrior DLM chassis that Elgin is working on is brand new with no old wiring
to pull off, but Elgin did save some samples from previous projects for us. Like most people,
when beginning a project Elgin begins with the battery and starter. He recommends always
using power wires that are at least 4 gauge â€”especially if you are using a gear-reduction
starter or a volt battery. Also, look for high strand count wire in back compared to standard wire
with thicker strands of wire. The higher strand count wire is more flexible and more easy to
work with, but more important, the increased number of strands conduct electricity more
efficiently. Point 2: For your race car , you should also look for welding grade cable. The other
option is audio cable, but that doesn't have the same heat resistant sheathing as welding cable.
Audio cable may be fine in a Volkswagon Jetta with four inch subs the owner uses to annoy
people in the mall parking lot, but it doesn't belong in a race car where fire and excessive heat
is a real issue. As proof, Elgin hits a piece of audio cable with the torch he uses on shrinkwrap
tubing and it immediately lights up. Point 3: When Elgin pulled the torch away after a few
seconds the flame died down immediately. But then he showed us the real weakness of the
audio cable cover. Elgin gave the cover a squeeze between his fingers and when he pulled his
hand away the cover retained the print from his thumb. For racing, you need a cable that can
withstand extended exposure to heat without breaking down. Point 4: In comparison, when
given the same treatment the welding cable never caught fire but only turned brown and didn't
get soft like the cover of the audio cable. Point Elgin uses a crimping tool to permanently attach
the terminal ends to the power and ground cables, but it is a specialized tool that many racers
simply do not have. Instead, a common tactic is to use a cupped terminal like you see here.
Racers will put the terminal in a vise with the cup facing upward. Then they will heat the
terminal with a torch, melt a puddle of solder into it and then jam the cable into the cup until the
solder cools. Unfortunately, this bond is quite weak and often breaks. The mistake, Elgin says,
is not heating the stripped portion of the cable too. When the cable is cold the solder hardens to
the outside of the bundle of wires only. But if you heat the wires in the cable, it will wick the
solder up the cable and in between the strands, making the bond much stronger. Point 6: Elgin
runs a high voltage Anderson Quick Disconnect at the battery. This way an emergency battery
swap at the track doesn't require any tools assuming the battery hold down uses wing nuts.
That's the terminal that goes inside the housing. For power wires, the connections need to be
beefy so they aren't impeding the flow of current. Point 8: The solenoid is mounted in a
protected area just behind the dash. The cable to the starter is on the left. Elgin will use the
connection for the battery cable always hot as a terminal post for everything else that needs
power. Just above the brake and clutch master cylinders is the mount for the Crane ignition box

and coil. Point 9: Elgin cautions that the weak point in any wire is where the flexible wire goes
into a hard point. Most crew know to be careful with wire where it connects to a hard metal
terminal, but if solder is allowed to wick up the strands in a wire, it can create a hard point
further up the wire that's hidden by the insulator. Elgin uses solder to help ensure a good,
durable connection on all of his crimped fittings, but to keep the solder from wicking too far up
the wire he applies solder on the end opposite the wire. As we mentioned earlier, heat will cause
liquid solder to wick up the wire, so as soon as the solder is applied Elgin quenches the piece
on a moist sponge to get rid of the excess heat. Point NASCAR Cup Series teams have gone
almost exclusively to Deutsch connectors like these, and Elgin keeps a wide variety of these
connectors on his trailer for all of his connections. Deutsch connectors are incredibly robust.
Beside being very efficient conductors of electricity, they are resistant to fire, vibration, dust,
chemicals, and all-around abuse. And for dirt track racers that like to hose everything down with
a pressure washer after a hard night of racing, these connectors are just water resistant, when
installed correctly they are actually waterproof down to three feet. Point We know lots of racers
who still depend on Weatherpack connectors. Weatherpacks are definitely better than nothing,
but here's a visual example why top teams have moved to the Deutsch connectors. At the top in
this photo are a male and female Weatherpack terminal connector. Below that are the equivalent
for a Deutsch connector. The Weatherpack plugs are rolled sheetmetal with cut out "springs"
designed to ensure good contact between the two components. The Deutsch plugs, meanwhile
are solid steel and there are no issues with fatigue or wear no matter how many times the two
halves of the connector are separated and rejoined. Point Once the connector is crimped to the
end of the wire, it inserts through the back of the plug housing and a plastic piece is inserted to
lock it into place. Point When trying to determine how to route wires through a car it can be
impossible to correctly determine the length you are going to need with a tape measure.
Instead, Elgin uses rope to simulate the wire it's much easier to work with and once it gets it
routed exactly like he wants it, he marks the ends, removes the rope from the car and cuts his
wire to match. Point Providing precise timing to the ignition box so that it can accurately time
the spark is critical for engine power. This engine uses a pickup both from a crank trigger at the
front and an MSD distributor. One is timed slightly different from the other so the driver can
retard the engine timing from the cockpit with a switch if he needs to. For the pickups Elgin
uses paired wires with extra shielding so that the electrical pulses travelling down the plug
wires won't throw off the signal. Point Here are the wires for the pickups right before Elgin
finished installing the Deutsch connectors. These leads will go to the switch panel in the
cockpit. The black wire is a ground that connects the two and will provide additional shielding
to protect from stray signal. Notice how each wire is labeled to eliminate confusion. Elgin
covers each label with a piece of clear shrinkwrap to protect it from wearing off. Point Speaking
of shrinkwrap, Elgin uses it to cover all his crimps and connections. It serves to keep dust and
dirt from contaminating the connection, to keep moisture out, and to cover any bare wires so
that there is no chance of a short. But the shrinkwrap Elgin uses is also unique. It's a tough
double-wall material that actually has a heat activated glue on the inside. So the wrap not only
shrinks to cover the wiring connection, it also actually glues itself to the wire and terminal to
provide optimum sealing. Point The team wanted a battery charger connection placed on the
firewall. Elgin uses another Anderson Quick Disconnect here, but notice the wire is smaller and
lighter than the 4-gauge battery wire. The team says they will only use this for charging the
battery. If they thought they would ever use it to jump start the car Elgin says they would need
to upgrade to a 4-gauge cable. Point Ferguson will be using Spek-Pro gauges from ProParts in
the car, and they will be removed whenever the car is washed to protect them from water. Each
gauge has its own plug, so Elgin labels each appropriately so it will be easy to reinstall the
panel. Point Here's the gauge panel inside the car. Point This is a temperature sensor typically
used for oil and water. Notice how close the plug is to the sensor. This is often a breaking point.
Point These are the connectors Elgin fabricates himself instead. They use a longer lead so that
they are easier to unplug and are much more robust. Point Elgin zip-ties the sensor wire into a
loop to keep stress off the hard point where the wire meets the metal connector. Point Here's
the wiring setup to the sending units for fuel, water and oil pressure. Point And here's the
completed system under the dash. Point This is the switch panel. Notice that Elgin wired
nothing directly to the switch panel. Everything goes to a connector first so that the switch
panel can be easily and quickly removed. Point And once everything is finished and tucked
away, here's the view from inside the cockpit. Close Ad. Jeff Huneycutt writer. Share on
Facebook Share on Twitter. Please Note: This diagram was designed for 12 volt systems, but
can also be used for 6 volt systems. If used for 6 volt, make all the wires heavier by 2 gauges.
For example 14 gauge wire will become 12 gauge, 10 gauge will be 8 gauge, etc. Wire hot rod
lights? The one automotive job we all dread is the wiring. Yet, with help fro
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m this how-to book even the neophyte mechanic can install a wiring harness. Dennis
Overholser, longtime technical specialist for Painless Performance Products and avid hot
rodder, walks you through nine chapters sure to clear away your fear of electricity.
Photo-intensive, hands-on sequences document and help explain the installation of both an EFI
harness on a late model V-8, and the installation of a complete harness kit into a newly built hot
rod. With pages and over color photos, this wiring book is the electrical bible you need for that
next electrical project. Topics include: the basics of DC electricity; installation of additional
circuits; choosing and installing the best battery, starter and alternator; installation of the
gauges; finding and installing a new EFI harness; and wiring a complete scratch-built hot rod.
Follow Us on Flipboard. Builds and Examples. Matt Urch of Urchfab demonstrates a little trick
for getting your MIG welds into those corners and other tight spaces.

